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An instability phenomenon of the current sheath implosion at the anode~center electrode! end, namely the
unstable mode, in a Mather-type plasma focus device~DPF-40, 20 kV, 18 kJ! has been observed. The unstable
mode is characterized by rapid slippage of the sliding front of the current sheath along the anode end surface
and a ‘‘flat’’ sheath configuration caused by an instability phenomenon occurring at the sheath front-anode
boundary layer. The unstable mode occurs randomly with respect to a stable mode from shot to shot in
consecutive discharges, and significantly influences plasma pinching and neutron yield.
@S1063-651X~96!50207-2#

PACS number~s!: 52.55.Ez

The current sheath~CS! implosion at the anode~center
electrode! end in a plasma focus, according to the configu-
ration of the magnetic field driving it and the acceleration
nature of the CS, is in a macroscopically unstable dynamic
equilibrium state. The imploding CS, especially the radial
movement of its sliding front, has been found experimentally
to be macroscopically stable both in the azimuth and in the
(r ,z) plane. Also, the typical imploding CS takes an azi-
muthally symmetric, funnel-shaped configuration with a
rather uniform, smooth, and rigid sheath structure, which is
considered to be essential for forming a good dense plasma
pinch and producing higher neutron yield@1,2#. Specific ex-
perimental and theoretical investigations concerning the
plasma stability during CS compression in the final implo-
sion phase and immediately prior to pinch formation@3–8#
showed that the magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! instability of
the imploding CS was avoided either by its acceleration be-
ing small enough to satisfy the Kruscal-Shafranov criteria
@3–5# or by the stabilization mechanisms of plasma viscosity
@4,5# and anomalous plasma resistivity@6,7#. Although such
mechanisms may contribute, to some extent, to the stable
movement of the CS in the entire implosion phase, investi-
gations directly concerning the stability of the CS implosion
have been seldom addressed, possibly because the CS implo-
sion is usually stable, except for some wriggled structures in

the CS late in the implosion phase sometimes observed at
lower D2 filling pressures and attributed to the Rayleigh-
Taylor ~RT! instability @4,9–11#. This problem has not been
extensively investigated, and stable implosion of the CS is
still not clearly understood. In the present work carried out
on a small Mather-type plasma focus device~DPF-40, 20
kV, 18 kJ!, we observed, apart from the usually stable im-
ploding CS, an unstable implosion which occurs randomly
with respect to the former in consecutive discharges. In this
discussion, the former is called the ‘‘stable mode’’; the latter,
the ‘‘unstable mode.’’ They have much influence on plasma
pinching and neutron yield. This observation indicates that
an instability can develop in the imploding CS, which is
contrary to previous understanding. This instability is de-
scribed in this paper.

The DPF-40 Mather-type plasma focus device is shown
schematically in Fig. 1. It has a coaxial electrode structure
with a high aspect ratio. The main parameters of the device
are shown in Table I. Deuterium gas with a purity of
.99% was used. The filling pressure varies from 66.5 to 665
Pa, with an optimum pressure of 333 Pa for neutron produc-
tion. A double-Wollaston-prism laser differential interferom-
eter ~LDI ! @12# was used to observe the plasma motion, as
shown schematically in Fig. 2~a!. Since the LDI is intrinsi-
cally sensitive to the density gradient, it is suitable in the
plasma focus to observe the configuration and structure of
the sheath and pinch plasmas by giving direct physical pic-
tures. The light source is aQ-switched yttrium aluminum

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the DPF-40 Mather-type plasma focus
device:~1! CS formation in the breakdown phase,~2! CS in the run-down
phase and~3! CS in the implosion and pinch phases.
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TABLE I. Main parameters of the DPF-40 plasma focus device.

Capacitance,C0 88 mF
Inductance,L0 79 nH
Charging voltage,V0 20 kV
Stored energy,E0 18 kJ
Current rise time,t/4 ;4 ms
Maximum current,Imax ;350 kA
Center electrode~anode! diam 64 mm, length 250 mm,

copper
Outer electrode diam 118 mm, 12 stainless steel bars,

each 14 mm in diam
Insulator diam 85 mm, length 35 mm, alumina,

with a sharp knife edge groove at the
bottom

Filling pressure 66.5–665 Pa, deuterium gas
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garnet laser operated in single-pulse mode. The main param-
eters of the LDI include an exposure time of about 10 ns, a
spatial resolution of about 0.5 mm, and sensitivity about
1.431025m24, which is equivalent to a minimum detectable
plasma density of about 131022 m23 at the plasma-vacuum
boundary. A relatively longer exposure time of the LDI lim-
ited further quantitative information about the plasmas. The
dI/dt signal@Fig. 2~b!# was selected as the time reference for
the plasma motion. The spike (S1) on this signal, corre-
sponding to the collapse of the CS on axis and the beginning
of pinching, is set tot50 ns. The timest,0 ns andt.0 ns
correspond to CS implosion and to pinch evolution, respec-
tively. Neutron yield was measured by a calibrated silver
activation counter with a relative standard error less than
20% @13#.

The anode was a 64-mm-diam solid flat structure with a
small radius~transition arc,R510 mm! on the anode edge,
as shown in Fig. 3~a!. The LDI results of the plasma motion
near the anode for 333 Pa are shown in two series of images
in Fig. 3. Since the LDI was operated in single-frame mode,
the pictures and data in Figs. 3 and 4 for the unstable mode
and the stable mode were identified after each group of dis-
charges had been finished, according to the configuration of
the imploding current sheath. Each one of the pictures and
data was selected from at least four shots. In Fig. 3~b! the CS
is just reaching the edge of the anode end and beginning
implosion. The images in Figs. 3~c1! to 3~f1! are for dis-
charges which exhibit the instability of the sliding front of

the CS at the anode end boundary, while Figs. 3~c2! to 3~f2!
are for discharges of the stable mode. From the very begin-
ning of implosion to plasma pinching, the sheath and pinch
plasmas show two distinct kinds of configurations and struc-
tures. The stable mode of the CS@Figs. 3~c2! to 3~e2!# takes
the usually observed azimuthally symmetric, funnel-shaped
configuration with a rather smooth, uniform, and rigid sheath
structure~the thickness of the sheath isd;1 mm!. Its sliding
front is more perpendicular to the anode end surface
(a;68°–75°, wherea is measured from the anode end sur-
face!. For the unstable mode, the CS@Figs. 3~c1! to 3~e1!#
shows a rather ‘‘flat’’ configuration, with a less perpendicu-
lar (a;16°–39°) and more liner sheath structure. Also, the
lower part of the CS is thinner (d;0.6 mm!.

Figure 4 gives the axial and radial motion of the two
modes of CS, in whichv r represents the radial velocity of
the sliding front~also the minimum radial position! and z
represents the maximum axial position of the CS measured
from the anode end surface. The stable mode always has a
higher axial position than the unstable mode
(Dz5z sta2zunsta;0.3–0.6 cm!, but their axial velocities do
not show much difference (vz,sta;13107 cm/s and
vz,unsta;0.93107 cm/s!, as shown in Fig. 4~a!. In Fig. 4~b!,
the implosion of the stable mode is in acceleration, while the
unstable mode is in deceleration; especially its sliding front
has a large radial velocity in the earlier stage of implosion
(v r ,unsta;2.93107 cm/s!, which is caused by the instability
occurring on the sliding front of the CS. This mode is then
called the ‘‘unstable mode.’’ The instability, according to
these observations, is them50 MHD type but only has a
half wavelength and occurs at the plasma-electrode boundary
layer. The large radial velocity of the sliding front in the
earlier stage of implosion in the unstable mode can be ex-
plained as an enhancement due to the smaller impedance,

FIG. 2. ~a! Optical arrangement of the laser differential interferometry.~b! dI/dt signal for time reference; (Q)- Q-switch signal of the laser~added to the
dI/dt signal!; (S1) dI/dt spike by pinch formation,t50 ns.

TABLE II. Probabilities and neutron yields (Yn3108 per shot! for the
two modes.

Mode pD2
~Pa! 133 333 532

Shots 13 25 35
Probability 56% 52% ~100%!

Stable Yn 1.8360.7 2.160.4 0.960.6
Shots 10 23

Probability 44% 48%
Unstable Yn 0.960.3 0.3960.2

Total shots 23 48 35
Mean Yn 1.260.6 1.360.9 0.960.6

TABLE III. Pinch parameters of the two modes forpD2
5333 Pa.

Mode Length,l ~cm! Radius,rmin ~mm! Duration,t ~ns!

Stable 1.3 1.6 ;30
Unstable 0.6 1.0 ;30
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that is, a smaller increase in the space filled with the mag-
netic field behind the CS, caused by the ‘‘flat’’ CS configu-
ration. The increased velocity causes the lower part of the CS
to be stretched tangentially and to become nearly a straight
line and thinner than the other part of the CS which is less
disturbed by the instability (d;1 mm, and equals that of the
stable mode!. The overall rigidity of the CS is destroyed. In
addition, the imploding CS in the unstable mode is also
asymmetric in the azimuthal direction.

It is found that the unstable mode and the stable mode
occur randomly in consecutive discharges with roughly equal
probability, as shown in Table II. Neutron yields produced
by the two modes at 333 Pa pressure show a systematic
difference. The stable mode produces a mean neutron yield
about four times higher than that of the unstable mode. The
mean neutron yield for a mix of shots is reduced and has
large shot-to-shot variation due to the random occurrence of
the two modes.

The two modes of the CS form the plasma pinch in dif-
ferent ways. Pinching of the stable mode is partly a result of
the gradual radial collapse of the CS on the axis@Fig. 3~e2!
and shown schematically in Fig. 5~a!#. The collapsing CS
determines the pinching process, and the pinching is not re-
stricted by the CS but advantageous to it. In the unstable
mode, axial development of the pinch in the ‘‘flat’’ CS con-
figuration tends to lift up the entire CS axially, as shown in
Fig. 3~e1! and shown schematically in Fig. 5~b!. In this case,
pinching is greatly restricted by the CS. Sometimes, the axial

FIG. 3. LDI results of the current sheath implosion and pinch formation;
pD2

5333 Pa; LDI view field is 60 mm in diameter, side view.

FIG. 4. ~a! Axial and~b! radial motion of the current sheaths for the two
modes;pD2

5333 Pa; in~b!, the solid lines represent mean velocities over
certain time intervals, and the dashed lines represent deceleration/
acceleration trends.

FIG. 5. Schematic of the pinch formation for the two modes:~a! for the
stable mode and~b! for the unstable mode.
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development of the pinch causes the CS to be severely dis-
torted and the linear structure of the CS to be destroyed, as
shown in Fig. 6. Besides, as the pinch and CS always form a
‘‘T’’-type configuration, the stable mode forms a longer
pinch and the unstable mode forms a shorter one, as shown
in Figs. 3~f1! and 3~f2!, and in Table III. The pinching pro-
cesses of the two modes do not cause systematic differences
between their discharge current (I ) anddI/dt signals@refer
to Fig. 2~b!#. In Fig. 2~b!, the spikeS1 and the onset ofS2 on
thedI/dt signal correspond to the beginning of the pinching
and the cutoff of the pinch by the MHD instabilities at the
pinch, respectively. The pinch duration ist;30 ns, which is
nearly the same for the two modes and coincides with the
LDI results.

At a lowerD2 filling pressure of 133 Pa, the occurrence
of these two modes is similar to that at 333 Pa pressure@see
Figs. 7~a! and 7~b! and Table II#. The stable mode still pro-
duces a higher neutron yield than the unstable mode; how-
ever, the mean neutron yield is less than that at 333 Pa pres-
sure and also has a large shot-to-shot variation. When the
pressure is increased to 532 Pa, only the stable mode occurs
@Fig. 7~c!#. Under this condition, the CS implodes with a
lower radial velocity ofv r;0.83107 cm/s and the sheath
structure is thicker (d;2.3–3.0 mm!. A lower neutron yield
results with a large shot-to-shot variation, which is not
caused by the instability phenomenon but rather by the pinch
dynamics influenced by the higher filling pressure.

An instability phenomenon of the current sheath implo-
sion in a Mather-type plasma focus is observed which indi-
cates that the MHD instability in the (r ,z) plane can still
develop in the imploding current sheath. If the occurrence of
the unstable mode is attributed to the unstable dynamic equi-
librium state of the imploding current sheath, then the ran-
dom occurrence of the stable mode under the same operating
condition implies the existence of some other stabilization
mechanisms to form this mode. This experiment provides a
new understanding of the relevant plasma motion, and will
help to reveal some unrecognized mechanisms governing
this phenomenon. Since the unstable mode negatively influ-
ences the plasma pinching and neutron yield, it should be
avoided in optimizing the neutron yield from this device,
which is consistent with the usual understanding of the rel-
evant plasma motion@1,2#.

Further investigations by using series of interrelated an-
ode end structures show that the unstable mode is initiated
by the small transition arc (R510 mm! on the anode edge;
the random occurrence of the stable mode is due to the sta-
bilization effect on the imploding current sheath by the azi-
muthal magnetic field introduced in front of the current
sheath by an anode end discharge, initiated from the begin-
ning of the main discharge by the ‘‘needle point’’-like ero-
sion surface status at the center part of the anode end formed
under bombardment by the collapsing pinch plasma. These
problems will be described in detail in a future paper.
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FIG. 6. Current sheath severely distorted by pinching in the unstable
mode;pD2

5333 Pa;t5110 ns. FIG. 7. Current sheath implosion for filling pressures ofpD2
5133 Pa in

~a! and ~b! and ofpD2
5532 Pa in~c!.
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